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Here, however, the creature's conventionality ends, for the face that glances sidelong from beneath the stylish Castilian chaplet belongs not to the pale, idealized maiden of Gothic tradition but to her boldly inverted caricature: it is a dark, exaggerated visage with oversize eyes, broad scarlet lips, and a charcoal-black complexion.
Uncomfortably resonant with modern racial stereotypes, the black-faced serpent in this manuscript resists contextualization. While the scene's general iconography clearly derives from the cosmopolitan court milieu of the manuscript's patron, Alfonso X "the Wise" of Castile (r. 1252-84), the serpent's dark skin and cartoonlike features diverge radically from the iconographic traditions practiced both there and throughout medieval western Europe. The one other depiction of the Temptation of Adam and Eve in the Cantigas volumes, found in the illustration of Cantiga 60, portrays a serpent with a reptilian head (Madrid, Real Biblioteca del Monasterio de San Lorenzo de El Escorial [hereafter RBME], MS T-I-1, fol. 88v), 1 and no similar black-faced figure appears elsewhere in the lavish output of Alfonso's highly active scriptorium or in the primarily French Gothic iconographic traditions that inspired it.
2 Moreover, with one significant exception discussed below, its exaggerated features and pure black color also set it apart from dark-skinned human figures within the Alfonsine manuscript tradition, in which the brown and beige visages of "Moors" and other ethnic Others tend toward greater naturalism. 3 Instead, its large white eyes, broad lips, and unnatural blackness coalesce into an exaggerated Africanized stereotype that calls to mind a more distant and deeply layered visual topos, known in the medieval world as the "Ethiopian. "
Like a fun-house mirror, the Cantigas serpent fractures, inverts, and recombines its contradictory components-the gender-bending woman-headed hybrid of Gothic tradition and a blackened, racialized physiognomy steeped in discourses of the exotic, distant, and dangerous-in a manner both unprecedented and puzzling. As this article will show, its arresting admixture of traditional forms, crafted by a nowanonymous artist whose motivations we may never fully recover, reflects new visual and epistemic norms just emerging in Iberia at the end of the thirteenth century. These related to the vital but complex role played by dark skin in later medieval Iberian art and thought, where skin color constituted one measure in a series of binaries-good and evil, purity and filth, saved and condemned-that would become central to the visual practices and worldview of a multiethnic and multicultural Castile.
To unpack the semiotic possibilities of the serpent's darkskinned face, this article expands beyond the Iberian peninsula to identify the deep visual and conceptual roots from which the motif emerged, an approach that departs from the close focus on Alfonso's court that is more typical of scholarship on the Cantigas manuscripts. 4 In doing so, it facilitates escritorio regio; estado de la cuestión y nuevas reflexiones, " Tamesis, 2012) , as well as the online bibliography maintained, with frequent updates, by the Centre for the Study broader consideration of the significance of dark skin as a property in late medieval Iberian culture generally, illuminating the important role played there by the topos of the Ethiopian, whose fluctuating connotations of sinfulness, diabolism, and deceptiveness intersected with concurrently developing ideas about women and sexuality to bring powerful new meanings to the Edenic serpent of the Cantigas de Santa María.
The Image in Its Context
The incomplete manuscript in which Cantiga 320 appears has resided in Florence's National Library since 1861. It is one of two large-scale illustrated codices of the Cantigas de Santa María that were begun for Alfonso X toward the end of his reign, likely in Seville after 1278. 5 When completed, these two manuscripts would have constituted a two-volume repository for the more than four hundred Marian songs composed in Galician-Portuguese at Alfonso's behest over almost two decades; both were apparently in the king ' died in 1284. 6 The Florence codex mirrors the design of its better-known and more complete companion, often referred to as the Códice Rico, in the monastic library of El Escorial (RBME, MS T-I-1), which preserves nearly two hundred song texts, accompanied by musical notation and, with only one exception, full-page illustrations of either six or twelve panels. 7 Although it was probably intended to contain another two hundred songs with similar apparatus, the Florence manuscript remained unfinished at the king's death and today contains the texts of just 133 songs, no musical notation, and 48 complete or partial illustrations, several of which were added posthumously. 8 Although the manuscript's early history remains cloudy, it appears to have become part of the royal library at some point during the fourteenth century. In 1474 it was given by Queen Isabella I to one of her chancellors, Andrés Cabrera, later moving through several private collections in Spain before emerging in the eighteenth century in Florence, where it passed from the Medici family to the Biblioteca Palatina and through several other collections before arriving at the Biblioteca nazionale. The text of Cantiga 320 appears on fol. 50v of the Florence codex; it is a loor, or song of praise to the Virgin Mary, of a type that appears at regular intervals of ten songs throughout both manuscripts. Bearing the refrain "Santa Maria leva ou ben perdeu Eva" (Holy Mary restores the good which Eve lost), it enumerates the ways in which Eve's loss of paradise was regained by Mary's humility, godliness, wisdom, faith, and understanding. 10 The unfinished illustration that accompanies this text displays several idiosyncrasies beyond the unusual Edenic serpent. One is its method of production: although it was plotted as a full-page series corresponding loosely to the stanzas of the text, only the borders and the upper two of its six planned panels were completed; the third was left only partially painted, and the remaining three were incompletely sketched in light ink. This haphazard production sequence stands in contrast to that of most other illustrations in the Florence manuscript, which were undertaken quite methodically, with borders, underdrawings, bodies, heads, and settings painted in successive phases, likely by a series of specialized artists. unfinished, as several illustrations were, all six panels remained at approximately the same stage of execution, whether they contained just borders and underdrawings, bodies with no heads, or near-complete vignettes lacking only their settings. In the illustration for Cantiga 320, the fact that three panels were in final form or nearly so while the other three were barely sketched in suggests the activity of a single artist completing each panel successively to fill preexisting borders.
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The independence of this artist is also revealed by modest differences in handling. While his work shares the palette, architectural framing conventions, figure types, and handling of costume and drapery of the other miniatures, its execution is slightly more nervous and graphic, with figures articulated by sharp dark lines rather than the softer modeling typical of the completed works. Facial features are reduced and deflated and architectural structures flatter, more linear, and less assured. These contrasts have led several scholars to identify the Cantiga 320 illustration as one of several introduced to the work just after its primary phase of production. For Gonzalo Menéndez Pidal, Ámparo García Cuadrado, and María Victoria Chico Picaza, this conclusion hinged primarily on style and facture, 13 while for Ana Domínguez Rodríguez it also related to iconographic differences, specifically the introduction of the woman-headed serpent itself, whose unusual appearance she passed over in favor of emphasizing the motif 's broader ties to "moralizing" French Gothic traditions. 14 These arguments support the likelihood that the Cantiga 320 illustrator was a newcomer to the project, albeit one working only slightly later than the original atelier, as judged by both his assiduous effort to maintain stylistic and material consistency and his work's dissimilarity from the very sloppily painted heads and poorly composed embellishments that were added to the manuscript even later, perhaps in the 1340s. 15 This helps to date the Cantiga 320 illustration to the end of the original period of production, perhaps in the early 12 1290s, when, as Laura Fernández Fernández has proposed, the manuscripts might have remained in the royal scriptorium for some time after Alfonso's death. 16 The Edenic serpent's black, stereotyped face must be original to this phase: its wide lips and enlarged eyes are clearly visible in the underdrawing beneath the dark wash of skin tone, while its linear contours and gray-black pigment are stylistically and materially consistent with other areas of the illustration. 17 Its unorthodox portrayal thus is best approached as an innovation of its unknown artist, one very much in keeping with the miniature's seemingly ad-hoc production and distinctive execution. Both panels in which it appears depict Adam and Eve in paradise (Fig. 1) . The first is fully completed; it shows Adam conversing with an angel while Eve gazes archly at the serpent as it coils around the Tree of Life at the center of the scene. The subsequent panel represents the Virgin, accompanied by Joseph, at the Annunciation, the angelic encounter by which the Virgin's conception of the Savior famously reversed Eve's transgression. 18 The third panel is not entirely finished, although it clearly contains two consecutive scenes. To the left of the central tree, the serpent watches from its perch as Eve pushes a small round fruit toward Adam's mouth; both now clutch the fig leaves traditionally associated with their fall into sin. To the right, an angel with a flaming sword expels the protoparents from the garden. The serpent here has a veil and wings that are only lightly sketched in and its wide lips lack red pigment, but its face is charcoal black. The fourth panel, evidently planned, like the one above it, to depict a Marian inversion of Eve's misdeed, remains too incompletely outlined for its content to be identified, and the final two panels offer only skeletal hints of their intended 16. Fernández Fernández, "Cantigas de Santa María: fortuna de sus manuscritos, " 342-48; and on the subsequent history of this codex, see eadem, "Historia florentina del códice de las Cantigas de Santa María. " 17. I base this conclusion on both my own visual analysis and that of Francesca Gallori of the Biblioteca nazionale centrale di Firenze, who kindly consulted with me on this question. The slightly diluted black pigment used in the serpent's face in the first and third panels appears to be the same as that used in its body and in the architectonic elements that frame the scenes, and there are no pentimenti or changes of pigment to suggest that later interventions were made to the serpent's face. imagery: the fifth contains a partial composition of Adam and Eve at work; and the sixth, left almost blank, includes only a faint head and hands. 19 The two renderings of the serpent in the Cantiga 320 illustration reflect traditions familiar in both Iberia and northern Europe during the first half of the thirteenth century. The figure's depiction with a human head echoes well-known exegeses, chiefly that of Peter Comestor, that describe the devil, already disguised as a serpent, taking on the face of a beautiful young woman to earn Eve's trust because, as Comestor succinctly put it, "like attracts like. " 20 A winged human-headed serpent generally resembling the Cantigas example can be found in the mid-thirteenth-century Parisian picture Bible now in the Morgan Library & Museum (Fig. 3) ; it too wears a chaplet and veil and slightly lifts its wings as it looks toward Eve. 21 A slightly earlier Castilian example, displaying long, slender wings and a tiny human head with bobbed blond hair, appears in the Temptation of Adam and Eve that opens the genealogical diagram of the Las Huelgas Beatus, produced in 1220 (Fig. 4) . 22 In keeping with tradition, the serpent's human face in these images displays the pale skin and small, regular features that were congruent with European aesthetic ideals of the day. 23 It is, therefore, in the Cantigas serpent's anomalous blackness and outlandish facial features that more particularized meaning must be sought.
The "Ethiopian": Topos and Meanings
The serpent's dark skin, wide lips, and large white eyes display clear affinities with the multivalent visual topos known in the Middle Ages as the "Ethiopian, " a type that emerged in consistent visual form by the mid-twelfth century in western Europe. Its key features are exemplified in the late twelfthcentury depiction of Christ healing the possessed men of Gadara in the so-called Canterbury Psalter: both the possessed men and the demons issuing from their open mouths exhibit identically dark skin, tightly curled hair, large eyes, and wide, pale lips (Fig. 5) . 24 Both conceptually and visually, the Ethiopian had originated in the ancient Mediterranean world as a semigeographic descriptor for the peoples who inhabited sub-Saharan Africa, whose very dark skin and other somatic properties were attributed to a hot humoral nature caused by the intense sun and heat of the Ethiopian home- land. 25 The Ethiopian's distant origins and perceptible physical differences from Graeco-Roman norms, as well as the social roles that dark-skinned peoples came to play in Greek and Roman societies, inspired a wide range of visual representations well before the Middle Ages. Some of these explored the perceived novelty of the Ethiopian's features, whereas others played on widely accepted characterizations of these figures as exotic in appearance and dress, adept as archers, easily subordinated, and sometimes hypersexual. 26 While typically naturalistic, Greek and Roman renderings of Ethiopians tended to dwell on those features that differed most from the Classical somatic norm: tightly curled hair, full lips, and sharp contrast between white eyes and teeth and very dark skin. In some contexts, these features could be broadened into caricatures with an apotropaic or comic function, exaggerations that foreshadowed medieval imagery. Whether overemphasized or naturalistic, however, it was the combination of Africanized features with dark brown or black skin, not dark skin alone, that distinguished the visual type.
The Ethiopian topos survived the sharp cultural contraction that followed the fall of Rome in western Europe, but by then its naturalism and regional specificity had also receded considerably. While "Ethiopian" could still serve medieval thinkers as a geographic referent, it expanded to encompass a panoply of dark-skinned peoples, real and imagined, who were thought to reside in lands ranging from sub-Saharan Africa to Egypt to India. 27 The term served simultaneously as a catchall signifier for a host of semimonstrous beings, still called Ethiopians but considerably more fantastical in description, whose extremes of color, shape, and stature furnished imaginative fodder for many an armchair traveler and also provoked association with a host of moral flaws, including lethargy and cowardice but also aggression and barbarity. 28 No longer an actual people, much less members of a discrete "racial" group even in the nebulous terms by which medieval Europeans understood the notion, 29 Ethiopians became largely symbolic figments, whose dark skin and resulting imperfect bodies could connote any of the multiple external dangers imagined by a fearful Christendom.
The most forceful of these connotations was an association with sin, a significance anchored both in biblical traditions and in ancient humoral theories. 30 In patristic and early medieval texts, this gave rise to a symbolic binary in which the Ethiopian's black color reflected a sinful moral state that could only be whitened by conversion. Thus, in his widely known commentary on Psalm 67 (68), St. Jerome could explain that "People of the Ethiopians means those who are black, being covered with the stain of sin, " while Didymus the Blind pre- sented Ethiopians' blackness as reflecting ignorance of God and envisioned their delivery from sin as a literal washing away of their dark color inspired by Psalm 50 (51):9, "Thou shalt wash me, and I shall be made whiter than snow. " 31 Popularized by Gregory the Great's oft-repeated musing, likely inspired by Jeremiah 13:23, about the difficulty of washing the Ethiopian white, this trope became a commonplace in medieval and later religious writing. 32 The medieval equation of blackness with sin was complicated by certain cases in which figures described as black were clearly positive in nature; the "black but beautiful" Bride in the Song of Songs is the best known of these. Such figures often were understood to have become sinless despite their appearance; Honorius Augustodunensis, for example, explained that since the Songs text describes the Bride's skin as darkened by the sun, her color was an accident incidental to her moral state. 33 In other figures, such as the Queen of Sheba or St. Maurice, dark skin functioned as a primarily benign indication of distant and pagan origins rather than a mark of moral insufficiency. 34 supersede the generally, although still not exclusively, negative qualities related to dark skin might have been seen as highlighting the exceptionality of their virtuous condition, a dynamic that testifies in its own way to the profundity of the skin-sin connection in Western culture.
Disguise and Temptation
The long-standing connection of Ethiopian blackness with sin readily invited further associations, among which was a linkage with the devil. 35 Early monastic texts frequently envisioned Satan or his followers in the form of disruptive Ethiopians. Macarius of Alexandria described little Ethiopian boys who during services pressed on monks' eyelids to make them droop, stuck fingers in their mouths to make them yawn, and induced unholy visions while they were prostrate in prayer; John Cassian told of a monk who was tormented to distraction by an Ethiopian who ran around his cell shooting arrows at him while he prayed; and Gregory the Great described a monk's inability to get through his prayers because the devil, disguised as a small black boy, kept tugging on his cloak. 36 Their imagery had a robust afterlife: Ralph Glaber's eleventh-century Five Books of the Histories recounts how the false relics of St. Justus, once installed in a new monastery at Susa, were exposed when "black Ethiopians" (formas nigrorum Ethiopum) crept out of the reliquary at night, and Peter the Venerable incorporated a variant of Cassian's arrowshooting Ethiopian in his twelfth-century De miraculis. Ethiopian, "black as soot, " who appears at St. Bartholomew's command when he converts the king of India. 38 A central theme in all such narratives, both patristic and hagiographic, was the recognizability of such camouflage as demonic: while it nominally disguised the devil, it could also serve as the tipoff to the diabolical presence.
Visual images of demonic Ethiopians, which began to proliferate in European art around the beginning of the eleventh century, play effectively on both the stereotype's moral connotations and its metonymic ability to signal the devil's presence, as already noted in the case of the Canterbury Psalter.
39 Also similar to the textual tradition is the frequency with which an Ethiopian disguise appears specifically in episodes of temptation. An early exemplar can be seen in an initial in the Odbert Psalter, produced in St.-Omer around 1000. Enclosed within the penwork Q of "Qui habitat" (Psalm 90 [91] ), a vignette of the Temptation of Christ portrays the Savior confronted by a tiny black man with a short tail, a flattened nose, and wild, curling hair (Fig. 6) . 40 While this figure displays only a few features of the subsequently more codified Ethiopian stereotype, it constitutes a logical precursor. In Iberia itself, a more humanoid, Africanized Satan appears in the Burgo de Osma Beatus, produced in the Leonese monastery of Sahagún in 1086 (Fig. 7) . 41 Here, Satan tempts Gog and Magog by taking the form of a nude black man with short curly hair and large whitened eyes, a portrayal that deviates sharply from the bestial winged hybrid that is typically included in this scene in other Beatus manuscripts. tion here of an inscription, "SATHANAS SOLUTUS" (Satan unbound) to confirm the figure's identity. Its deviation from the formidable Beatus tradition accords with John Williams's characterization of the Burgo de Osma manuscript as "the least conservative" of its family, suggesting an openness to the Ethiopian topos that foreshadows the cantiga illustration.
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The
All these features are at play in a second dark-skinned Iberian Satan, which appears in an early twelfth-century fresco of the Temptation of St. Martin in the Panteón de los Reyes in San Isidoro, León. Located on the lower section of an intrados next to the famous Pantocrator fresco of the central vault, it portrays Martin's antagonist as a small, richly garbed man with the dark skin, curly hair, large eyes, and flat-bridged nose of the Ethiopian formula (Fig. 8) quent vitae, including that in the Legenda aurea, in representing the devil's appearance in royal dress in an effort to convince St. Martin that he is Christ.
45 Neither Sulpicius's nor Jacobus de Voragine's account describes the devil as taking Ethiopian form, however, and from a medieval perspective, the inconsistency of such stereotypes with the figure's kingly attire would seem to militate against it. In the fresco, then, the Ethiopian disguise introduces a new layer to the tradition: while Satan's royal finery gestures at concealing his identity from the saint, his dark, outlandish countenance nods to the knowing viewer.
As northern Iberian works produced long before the Cantigas de Santa María, the Burgo de Osma illumination and the León fresco signal the availability of the Ethiopian topos as a form of satanic disguise within Iberian visual tradition, offering a suggestive precedent for the late thirteenthcentury images of the illustrated Cantigas de Santa María manuscripts. The illustrators of the Cantigas clearly recognized the demonic potential of dark skin: their repeated use of black, brown, gray, or dark blue pigments to depict Satan, his followers, and occasionally his victims complements the songs' own references to the devil as black. 46 reference of this kind appears in Cantiga 123 in the Escorial volume, which describes how a dying monk became twisted and black ("se torceu e parou-sse negro") like the devils that surrounded him in his final hour, then whitened again when a companion lit a candle to the Virgin. The illustration on fol. 174r shows the monk's face changing from white to black as he is encircled by a cloud of demons (Fig. 9) , then to white in the next panel when the candle is lit. 47 More direct reference to the devil's blackness is found in Cantiga 74 in the same manuscript (fol. 109r; Fig. 10 ), where the frescoed image of Satan produced by an artist who had painted him "uglier than anything else" (mais feo d' outra ren) is rendered in deep black and gray, while the devil who appears in person to threaten the artist is both described and depicted as "blacker than pitch" (mais negro ca pez). 
. Illustration for Cantiga 123, "How Holy Mary Saved a Friar Minor from the Devils When He Was About to Die and Writhed in Fear of Them, " fol. 174r, Cantigas de Santa María, ca. 1280, Madrid, Real Biblioteca del Monasterio de San Lorenzo de El Escorial, MS T-I-1 (photo:
Two illustrations in the Escorial manuscript, moreover, endow Satan with a specifically Ethiopian likeness. Like so many earlier narratives in which the devil adopted this guise, the tales concern monastic temptation. Cantiga 47 describes how Satan confronted a monk who had overindulged in the stores of the monastic wine cellar. The devil makes his appearances in three different forms: a bull, a lion, and "a tall, thin man, . . . all shaggy and black as pitch" (en figura d' ome . . . longu' e magr' e veloso / e negro come pez). 49 The illustration portrays this figure as a humanoid with dark gray skin, skinny legs, shaggy goatlike breeches, and spiky black hair suggestive of the Ethiopian topos (fol. 70r; Fig. 11 ). Here, both the tale's narrative formula, which describes a monk alone and vulnerable to devilish advances, and the repetition of the phrase "black as pitch" hark back to earlier medieval accounts of monastic temptations in which Satan takes a similar form.
The friar from a mob of demons who come to him in the form of swine. It tells how the friar was sleeping in his cell when he was surrounded by the terrifying herd, followed by the devil in the form of "a black man" (un ome negro de coor). 50 When the swine explain that they cannot attack their frightened victim because of his saintliness, the devil threatens to tear him to bits with his hooks but is prevented when the friar's prayers bring the Virgin Mary to drive the interlopers away with a stick.
The devil is shown first in the second panel, where he enters the cell on the heels of his multicolored, winged swine (fol. 120r; Fig. 12 ). In this and his next appearance, he displays all the traditional features of the Ethiopian topos, with very dark brown skin and an exaggerated physiognomy marked by oversize white eyes and teeth, protruding red lips, and short, unruly hair (Fig. 13) . When in the fourth panel the Virgin's arrival prompts the entire company to revert to demonic form, the swine become upright, cloven-footed hybrids, and Satan is revealed to be a monster with twisted horns, floppy doglike ears, and pink wings. His Ethiopian disguise here, as in the Beatus and León images (Figs. 7-8) , is fundamentally self-referential, both obscuring and revealing his true nature. 
for Cantiga 74, "How Holy Mary Saved the Painter Whom the Devil Had Tried to Kill Because He Painted Him Ugly, " fol. 109r, Cantigas de Santa María, ca. 1280, Madrid, Real Biblioteca del Monasterio de San Lorenzo de El Escorial, MS T-I-1 (photo: Album/Art Resource, NY). See the electronic edition of Gesta for a color version of this image.

Figure 11. Monk threatened by Satan, detail of Cantiga 47, "How Holy Mary Saved the Monk Whom the Devil Had Tried to Frighten to Seize His Soul, " fol. 70r, Cantigas de Santa María, ca. 1280, Madrid, Real Biblioteca del Monasterio de San Lorenzo de El Escorial, MS T-I-1 (photo: © Patrimonio Nacional). See the electronic edition of Gesta for a color version of this image.
Figure 12. Illustration for Cantiga 82, "How Holy Mary Protected a Monk from Devils Who Wanted to Tempt Him and Appeared in the Form of Swine, " fol. 120r, Cantigas de Santa María, ca. 1280, Madrid, Real Biblioteca del Monasterio de San Lorenzo de El Escorial, MS T-I-1 (photo: © Patrimonio Nacional).
Cantiga 82 shares the unorthodox streak displayed by the other Iberian examples (Figs. 12-13 ). Not only does it offer the most literal example in the manuscript of the devil's depiction as an Ethiopian but it does so without clear narrative precedent. Other surviving thirteenth-century manuscripts of this widely circulated tale make no reference to Satan's blackness, describing him simply as "a man of enormous size" (enormis magnitudinis hominem). 51 It remains unclear whether the in- .pdf, 9, 14-15nn21-22. The Speculum historiale is recorded as being terpolation of this element in the text of the cantiga was the first of its kind, or whether it directly inspired the artist to make this adaptation; in either case, it attests to the currency of the Ethiopian topos at Alfonso's court.
The Iberian examples discussed above offer valuable context for the black skin and exaggerated physiognomy of the serpent in Cantiga 320 (Figs. 1-2) . They permit the serpent's Ethiopian features to be understood as a widely recognized disguise for the deceptive Satan that is entirely in keeping with a narrative that hinges on the diabolical temptation of the innocent. For a viewer attuned to such visual traditions, the recognition of the Ethiopian disguise qua disguise would have intensified an awareness of both the devil's presence and his potential to deceive his first human victim, Eve, reinforcing the precariousness of her dilemma.
Women, Blackness, and Sex
Although its connotations of sinfulness, diabolism, and deceptiveness justify the choice of an Ethiopian visage for the satanic serpent of Cantiga 320, the problem of its feminine appearance remains to be resolved. Its gender poses a paradox: whereas Western medieval images of the Ethiopian preponderantly characterize the type as male, here the serpent's striped chaplet and veil-which resemble those of fashionable Castilian ladies throughout the Cantigas de Santa María-hew to the long-standing tradition of designating the serpent's human head as feminine. 52 But would this odd visage, with its black skin, wide lips, and enormous eyes, have been understood by its medieval viewers as female? Could it still have been considered "like" Eve? How might this have refined or reframed the connotations of Satan's disguise in Eden? The answers to these questions concern not just gender, but sex.
Sex was foremost in the minds of many of the early monastic writers in whose texts the demonic Ethiopian first emerged, as is hardly surprising in a context where dual commitments to celibacy and solitude made bodily continence a real concern.
53 Challenging the monastic vow of chastity was a preferred strategy of the demons described by the desert 
1280, Madrid, Real Biblioteca del Monasterio de San Lorenzo de El Escorial, MS T-I-1 (photo: © Patrimonio Nacional). See the electronic edition of Gesta for a color version of this image.
Sin, Sex, and Color in Castile D 229 fathers in early patristic writings, which effectively recast Classical notions of Ethiopian hypersexuality in terms of anxieties about physical abstinence. In one famous example, found in Athanasius of Alexandria's fourth-century Life of St. Anthony and echoed as far forward as the Legenda aurea, the devil ends a series of failed temptations by offering himself to the saint in the form of a young black boy, eventually admitting defeat in the face of Anthony's steadfast celibacy. 54 Still more vivid temptation accounts featured demons in the form of Ethiopian women. 55 In one such tale, a monk caught visiting a bath by Abba Daniel of Scetis appears to the father as if he were surrounded by demons, while one Ethiopian woman embraces him and another teaches him an unspecified but definitely "indecent" act. 56 Another episode, included in the late fourth-to early fifth-century Apophthegmata patrum (Sayings of the Desert Fathers), which was widely circulated in Latin, Syriac, and Ethiopic, tells how a boy sent by his father to the wilderness to combat his desires of the flesh has a vision of an Ethiopian woman whose stench-a property associated with prostitution in the ancient and early medieval world-alerts him to the sexual dangers she personifies.
57 In yet another story, from Palladius's early fifth-century Historia Lausiaca, the monk Pachon tells how, in the course of serial temptations, he was accosted by a demon in the form of an Ethiopian woman he remembered from his youth, who sat on his lap; when he struck her on the ear she departed, but his hand retained her fetid smell.
58 Recurrent in these narratives is an intriguing tension between such figures' perceived repulsiveness and their sexual appeal: although ugly and foul-smelling ("fetida turpus aspectu"), they exert a powerful attraction over their victims, whose resistance is often physical and sometimes violent.
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Such dark-skinned temptresses merged familiar stereotypes concerning the sexuality of Ethiopians with similarly venerable conceptions of the female body as both inherently lascivious and dangerously tempting. Women had long been perceived by Christian thinkers as more susceptible to fleshly desires than were men, posing a social danger that could only be controlled by the careful safeguards of male authority. This line of thinking coincided in the central Middle Ages with a new emphasis on clerical celibacy, as well as a rise in theological and medical literature that concretized the notion of women's inherent lustfulness. Medical works such as the Salernitan Questions, composed about 1200, argued somewhat self-contradictorily that despite their cooler, moister nature, women experienced stronger sexual desire than men, a desire described by some scholars as impossible to satisfy. 60 The element of skin color added a new dimension to such claims, as illustrated by a cluster of quodlibets from late thirteenth-century Paris, which compare the bodily properties of black and white women as a didactic exercise. As Peter Biller has shown, these draw several significant conclusions, among them that black women's "hotter" nature allowed them to produce more nutritious milk and give birth more easily; they also claimed that it increased those women's sex drive and the pleasure they offered in bed. 61 While the assertions about the richness of black women's milk have Aristotelian roots, Biller has argued that those about sexual energy gained traction chiefly among thirteenth-century scholastic think ers, including Albert the Great. 62 Indeed, a possible precursor to this idea was articulated a century earlier by Abelard in a letter to Heloise concerning the Bride in the Song of Songs, which explains that black women's flesh is often "all the softer to touch though it is less attractive to look at, and for this reason the pleasure they give is greater. " sexually perverse, and physically dangerous. 64 One such figure is the Saracen Amiete in Fierabras, a warrior woman "blacker than pepper; long in her crotch, with an enormous mouth" and "taller than an upright lance, " with red eyes and wild hair. 65 Like her literary sisters, Amiete is fiercely destructive on the battlefield, mowing down Frankish soldiers with a long scythe, and both she and they often reproduce monstrously, bearing giant twins, spotted children, or formless lumps of flesh that reconfigure as human only after baptism.
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The dual potentialities of pleasure and danger represented by black female bodies in medieval texts are more elusive in medieval imagery. Extremely few images of darkskinned women, tempting or otherwise, appear in western Europe until the very late Middle Ages, as is consistent with the tendency of medieval artists to confine ethnic and protoracial stereotypes chiefly to male figures. 67 Whereas in Mediterranean zones, including Iberia, artists occasionally depicted Muslim women with dark hair and skin, such figures tend toward the naturalistic, rarely displaying the exaggeratedly dark skin or stereotyped physiognomy that would have provided a parallel to the textual tradition. In a scene of Muslims playing chess in an illustrated book of games commissioned for Alfonso X in 1283, the Libro de ajedrez, dados y tablas, the two dark-skinned serving women are notably individualized: one has a coffee-colored complexion and youthful European facial features; the other has darker brown skin, red lips, and a bony nasal profile (Fig. 14) . 68 Even the marginal 67. This can be observed, for example, in medieval depictions of Jewish women, which very rarely share the physiognomic deformities so often assigned to Jewish men. Sara illustration of an Ethiopian girl who accosts the wandering desert father Arsenius in a fourteenth-century manuscript of the Vitae patrum from Palermo adopts the normative physiognomy of western Europe and is differentiated only by her darkened skin (Fig. 15) . 69 Medieval images of biblical women who were habitually considered dark-skinned, such as the Queen of Sheba, display a similar restraint. Depictions of the queen, by far the most commonly represented of these, fluctuate unpredictably between pale-and dark-skinned, and her physiognomy consistently conforms to Western ideals. Even the deep black niello of the Queen of Sheba on the late twelfth-century Klosterneu burg altar ensemble is tempered by the queen's typically European features, which stand in contrast to the vaguely Africanized physiognomies of her oddly light-skinned retainers (Fig. 16) . As Madeline Caviness has argued, the symbolic freight borne by the queen's dark skin varied according to her context, appearing mainly when her foreign origin or pagan faith was at issue. While dark skin in itself may have permitted what Caviness describes as a mildly pejorative reading, this would have been far gentler than the near-monstrous connotations attached to black women outside the Bible. 70 Medieval images of King Solomon's foreign wives at times depicted at least one as dark-skinned. According to the biblical narrative (3 Kings 11:1-10), the aged Solomon strayed from God's command by taking wives and concubines from among foreign peoples, becoming so susceptible to their influence that they persuaded him to worship their gods. Although the biblical account does not identify these women as Ethiopian, some later traditions say that one wife was the daughter of Pharaoh, whose Egyptian origins might explain her occasional depiction as black. 71 In such late medieval images, Solomon is represented worshipping an idol under the guidance of a crowned figure whose courtly Western dress, and occasionally blond hair, is set off by a brown or black complexion, as in the 1411 manuscript of Hans Vintler's Blumen der Tugend in Vienna (Fig. 17) . 72 While such figures are generally idealized enough to share the Queen of Sheba's exotic, pagan connotations, the wives' relationship with the aged king was both more predatory and more explicitly bound up with sexuality. 73 The Bible itself allows room for this by explaining that when Solomon was old, "his heart was turned away by women to follow strange gods" (3 Kings 11:4). That this redirection involved sexual temptation is implicit in texts like the Speculum humanae salvationis, which places Solomon's lovestruck worship of idols in the context of other patriarchs who were also misled by feminine temptation. It is also suggested in Vintler's fifteenth-century claim that Solomon was pressured into sinful worship by "a black heathen [woman]" who caused him to lose his mind.
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Unlike the "foreign" color of the decorous Queen of Sheba, the dark skin of these temptresses speaks not just to their exoticism but also to their implicitly sexualized power. In the eyes of late medieval thinkers, it might also have linked them with the first temptress, Eve, a connection alluded to in a Flemish manuscript of the Speculum humanae salvationis dated 1430, in which a portrayal of Solomon led to worship by a black wife is juxtaposed to Eve's temptation by the serpent (Fig. 18) . The very opposite of the demure, fair-skinned European ideal, the dark-skinned temptress of the central and late Middle Ages thus blended the generic connotations of foreignness, sin, and danger that were traditionally attributed to Ethiopians with the perilous attractiveness ascribed to the female body. As such, the type lent potent associations to the black, feminine face of the serpent confronting Eve in Cantiga 320 (Figs. 1-2) , whose evocation of the sexual appetite and sensual appeal imputed to dark-skinned women would have been intensified by its congruency with the contemporaneous understanding of Eve's role in humanity's Fall. While the Genesis text (3:6) says little that would characterize Eve as a temptress, merely stating that after eating the apple "she gave it to her husband, who ate it" (deditque viro suo, qui comedit), medieval commentators increasingly described Eve's deed as a deliberate seduction of her husband-an act of "wicked persuasion, " as Bonaventure put it-and by the late Middle Ages, Eve had become the prototype of deceptive wife and Adam the deluded, victimized husband whom she had beguiled into sin. 76 Eve's role in the Fall was widely thought of as a specifically sexual one: Augustine had described original sin as expressed and conveyed through sexual desire, transmitted down the generations precisely by the lust experienced during the sexual act thought to have resulted from Eve's temptation.
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The black-faced serpent's visual inversion of an innocent, prelapsarian Eve would have activated all the connotations of seduction, pleasure, and danger that underlay its narrative. Dark skin faces light; exaggerated features confront idealized ones; dangerous carnality answers spiritual purity in a kind of reversal fundamental to medieval thought, through which the dramatic opposition of contrasting types became a means to understanding both social and soteriological hierarchies.
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In this case, the opposition of the sinless first woman and her The Edenic serpent of Cantiga 320 would have been understood as "like" Eve, then, not in its superficial appearance but in its moral status, in its prefiguration of the sinless first woman's fall into sin. This inversion is a monstrous one, in the sense suggested by Jeffrey Jerome Cohen in the sixth thesis of his well-known Monster Theory: "Fear of the Monster Is Really a Kind of Desire. " 80 The potential of the serpent's black female features simultaneously to attract and repel-to manifest all the forbidden and transgressive behaviors that inexorably ruptured the innocence of Eve's paradise-demarcates the boundary between the innocent perfection of the first parents' life in Eden and the new travails, as well as the new pleasures, that they would encounter after leaving the garden. On a finer scale, the serpent's oppositional features also mark the boundaries between Eve's pure and fallen states, forming a binary that Christian thinkers explored repeatedly, sometimes in literally coloristic terms, as when Prudentius described the sinless Eve as "white as a dove" before being "blackened by venom of the serpent through his deceitful tempting. " 81 By embodying the moral limit that Eve is destined to cross, the black-faced serpent of the Cantigas de Santa María renders its victim's corruption visible in similarly stripped-down terms rooted in the cantiga text's characterization of Eve as a sinful, ruined figure whose misdeeds could only be undone by a pure, redemptive Virgin.
Color and Gender in Late Medieval Castile
Recognizing the serpent's multivalent potential permits a return to the question of its significance in its own context. What would a satanic serpent with a female Ethiopian head have meant to the artist who created it and to those late thirteenth-century viewers privileged to view it? Answering this question requires closer scrutiny of the miniature's production within the setting of the royal scriptorium, where the Florence codex apparently had remained, still unbound and awaiting further interventions, after the king's death in 1284. The book patronage of Alfonso's successor, the rebellious Sancho IV (r. 1284-95), was no match for that of his prolific father: it centered primarily on a handful of historical works. Two of these, however, offer meaningful comparison with the Florence codex: a chronicle of the First Crusade known as La gran conquista de Ultramar (Madrid, Biblioteca nacional de España, MS 1187) and a continuation of Alfonso's ambitious history of Spain, the Estoria de España (RBME, MS X-I-4).
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Abundant empty spaces in both of these manuscripts suggest that an extensive program of illustration was planned for each; however, very few pages were completed under Sancho's patronage. They include the first two battle scenes of La gran conquista de Ultramar (fols. 1r and 2r) and a single portrait of King Ramiro I and his courtiers, now in quite poor condition, in the Estoria de España (fol. 23r). Fernándo Gutiérrez Baños characterized the dry, derivative style of all three miniatures as "post-Alfonsine" because it so evidently relied on traditions established in the learned king's workshop. 83 They compare profitably with the retrospective stylistic approach of Cantiga 320, which shares with them such characteristic traits as darkly contoured heads with oily S-shaped locks of hair; distinctively drooping eyelids; and, in figures shown in profile, a slightly upturned nose above compressed, slightly protruding lips. 84 Although clear differences in executionand in the case of the Estoria de España, substantially inferior draftsmanship-suggest they were painted by different artists, these common features support the likelihood that Cantiga 320 was illustrated by an artist working in Sancho's scriptorium.
Much of this scriptorium's energy was devoted to the continuation of manuscript projects that had been begun under Alfonso X, as exemplified by the Estoria de España, undertaken by Alfonso around 1270 but left unfinished at his death. 85 fig. 5 . 85. The work was produced in two phases, an early version preserved as RBME, MS Y-I-2, and an "amplified" version today preserved in RBME, MS X-I-4. On the compilation of the Estoria de España, see Diego Catalán, La "Estoria de España" de Alfonso X: creación y evolución (Madrid: Seminario Ramón Menéndez Pidal, was substantial, as attested by the 216 folios of text that were later bound together, if still largely without illustrations, with other gatherings produced under Alfonso X and Alfonso XI to form a factitious codex now in the Escorial Library.
86 If the unfinished Florence codex likewise remained in the scriptorium at this time, the miniatures for Cantiga 320 and the handful of others thought to be contemporaneous with it may reflect a similar, if less successful effort to bring the illustrated volumes of the Cantigas de Santa María to completion.
The unconventionality of the Cantiga 320 illustration can be better understood in this context. Its unknown designer, perhaps charged with continuing the Cantigas de Santa María project but lacking the firm direction and structured system of production that had characterized the Alfonsine atelier, now single-handedly faced the challenge of elaborating the laconic binaries of a loor about Eve and Mary into six full panels of miniatures. Such flexible conditions surely favored the kind of iconographic innovation that might result in an Ethiopianheaded Edenic serpent whose deep-rooted valences of sin and sex drew out the main themes of its text.
Yet deep-rooted though these themes might have been, they also might have seemed current to many late thirteenthcentury Castilians, who could have recognized the trope of the Ethiopian demon from other visual and textual details in the Cantigas de Santa María itself, or from the many other collections of miracle tales, exempla, and hagiographies that circulated throughout Iberia at the turn of the fourteenth century. 87 They might also have known of the growing body of 87. The Golden Legend might well have been one of these: assembled in Italy about 1260, the tales in this widely popular work had in some cases circulated throughout Europe even before the collection was formed, often through the preaching of the mendicant orders. They were certainly known in Iberia by the end of the thirteenth century, inspiring the first of the vernacular translations that would comprise the late medieval Flos sanctorum tradition. B. Bussell Thompson and John K. Walsh, "Old Spanish Manuscripts of Prose vernacular texts that catalogued women's deceptiveness and dangerousness to men, several of which had originated in the Alfonsine court. 88 Among these was the Libro de los engaños de las mujeres (Sendebar), a Castilian story collection commissioned in 1253 by the king's brother Fadrique, in which double-crossing wives and shape-shifting she-devils offer ready analogues to the predatory hybrid of the cantiga illustration. 89 Less obvious, but still significant, are the references to the dangers of women that emerge in the court's historical works. The Estoria de España itself, summarizing the second-or third-century misogynistic text known as the Life of Secundus, sets the framework for these with the fictitious philosopher's response to the emperor Hadrian's query, "What is a woman?": "Confusion of man, insatiable beast, care without end, war that never rests, immeasurable danger to man" (Confondimiento dell homne, bestia que numqua se farta, cuydado que no a fin, guerra que numqua queda, periglo dell homne que no ha en si mesura). 90 Women who are both dangerous and dark-skinned appear later in the Estoria, when a retelling of the venerable history of El Cid describes an army of "Moorish" female archers with black skin and partly shaved heads who join the Almoravid army to besiege Valencia. Elena Lourie has argued that this detail, which she traced to Arabic sources, might have some basis in fact; nonetheless, its resonance with the fantasies about black Saracen warrior women in Romance-language epics is unmistakable. 91 Castilian literary texts of the same era utilize similar somatic types with even less restraint, describing dangerous women marked not just by dark skin but also by deformity, perverse sexuality, and a bad smell. In another Alfonsine text, the satirical Cantigas de escarnho e maldizer, the poet identifies both dark color and foul odor as attributes of an undesirable woman in a song with the memorable refrain, "I do not desire an ugly damsel who farts before my door. " Other objectionable features include "poor color, " white hair, and coal-like blackness, all traits that position the cantiga's imaginary woman as a caricature inverting the chivalric ideal of the beloved. 92 Similarly parodic figures appear in other Castilian works, such as the early fourteenth-century Libro de buen amor, in which the archpriest Juan Ruiz provides a highly sexualized description of the black, distorted features of a lecherous serrana, or mountain girl, whom he encounters in the course of his amorous pursuits. 93 The blackness, sensuality, odor, and above all perilousness of these figures strongly parallel those of the Ethiopian temptresses first described by the desert fathers in their late antique narratives; this is not surprising, given that some of these apophthegmata appear to have reached Iberia by the later Middle Ages. 94 Two such tales are preserved recogniz-ably in the Libro de exemplos por A.B.C., written by Clemente Sánchez de Vercial in the second decade of the fifteenth century. The first, a version of Palladius's story about the monk Pachon, describes his temptation by a "moça negra" who sits in his lap. In this variant too, he strikes the girl-not with Palladius's single cuff to the ear, but "great blows to her nose and cheeks" (grandes bofetadas en las narices e en las mexillas)-and when she leaves, her stench remains on his hands for two years. 95 In the second exemplum, a retelling of the account of the young man sent into the wilderness to combat his fleshly desires, the boy prays by a fountain for twenty days before an increasingly bad odor alerts him to the presence of "a very black and very ugly woman, runny-eyed and covered with sores from which the foul smell was coming. " 96 Although the emergence of these narratives in an early fifteenth-century collection sets them at some remove from our late thirteenth-century artist's activity, their preservation in the later text suggests that the stereotype of the Ethiopian temptress enjoyed earlier circulation in Castile, perhaps carried there in one of the collections of exempla that were imported into Spain by Franciscan and Dominican preachers during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. 97 Since at least one of the tales just discussed, that of the youth tempted while in meditation, is also found in the Legenda aurea, it is probable that at least a few such stories would have been circulating in Castile by the time the Cantiga 320 illustrator conceived the image of the black-faced serpent.
Romances and preaching were not, of course, Castilians' only exposure to ideas about black-skinned peoples; just as influential at the end of the thirteenth century might have been the increased interaction between Castilian Christians of largely European origin and a substantial population of Muslims claiming Arab, North African, and sub-Saharan African roots. Castile itself had seen a distinct growth in its numbers of black-and brown-skinned inhabitants, both men and women, slave and free, as the crown absorbed the population of conquered Islamic lands in the course of the later Reconquest. 98 The skin color of such individuals, to judge
